OBJECTIVE: Performances of the Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II (APACHE II) score and the Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score were assessed in predicting mortality outcome in critically ill elderly patients. METHODS: Mean APACHE II and SOFA scores were compared in 106 intensive care unit patients aged > 65 years classified as survivors or deaths. The discriminatory ability of the scores was evaluated using the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. Calibration was assessed using the Hosmer-Lemeshow test. RESULTS: Mean APACHE II and SOFA scores in survivors were lower than in those who died. There was a positive correlation between the APACHE II and SOFA scores. The area under the ROC curve was 0.76 for the APACHE II score and ranged from 0.74 for the initial SOFA score to 0.98 for the maximum SOFA score. Hosmer-Lemeshow values for the APACHE II score and various SOFA scores indicated that predictions based on these scores closely fit the observed outcomes. CONCLUSIONS: APACHE II and SOFA scores can accurately predict mortality outcome in critically ill elderly patients, especially the maximum SOFA score and the difference between the maximum and initial SOFA scores.
Introduction
Multiple organ dysfunction syndrome -also known as multisystem organ failure or multiorgan failure syndrome -is a clinical pattern of progressive and sequential organ dysfunction that is common in intensive care unit (ICU) patients. It is often a precursor of death in the critically ill, especially in elderly patients. As the population ages, accurate prognostic prediction in critically ill elderly patients is becoming increasingly important.
Over the past 20 years, risk-prediction models for ICU populations have undergone significant development, validation and refinement. Such models were constructed for general use in heterogeneous ICU populations and have not often been used to study risk prediction in elderly patients, 1,2 so it is important that the appropriateness of risk-prediction models is validated in this population.
The Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II (APACHE II) score is probably the best known risk-prediction score 3 and is Q Qiao, G Lu, M Li et al. APACHE II and SOFA scores in critically ill elderly patients used extensively in ICUs. It has been reported that the APACHE II score can predict the severity and outcome of multiple organ dysfunction syndrome 4, 5 and that it can be applied in elderly patients. 6 The Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score, developed to predict outcome in critically ill patients, 7 is used to assess organ dysfunction or failure over time and is useful in the evaluation of morbidity. Given that these two scores have seldom been incorporated into clinical trials of critically ill elderly patients, the objective of the present study was to assess performance of the APACHE II and SOFA scores in predicting outcome in a small heterogeneous population of elderly ICU patients with multisystem organ dysfunction.
Patients and methods

PATIENTS
Patients aged > 65 years with dysfunction of two or more organs admitted for > 96 h between January and December 2010 to the ICU of the Department of Nephrology, First Affiliated Hospital of Soochow University, Suzhou, Jiangsu Province, China, were sequentially recruited to the study. Patients who were admitted to the ICU a number of times during the study period were only included in the study on the first admission.
Demographic and clinical data were collected prospectively from all patients. Patients were classified as survivors or deaths on the basis of the outcome of their period in the ICU.
All patients provided written and verbal informed consent. The study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the First Affiliated Hospital of Soochow University.
APACHE II SCORE
The APACHE II score 3 was compiled using the worst values of each of the 12 acute physiological variables obtained during the first 24 h in the ICU -temperature, blood pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate, arterial pH, arterial oxygen saturation, serum sodium, serum potassium, serum creatinine, haematocrit, white cell count and itemized Glasgow Coma Scale score, together with an assessment of chronic health. Missing data were assumed to be normal.
SOFA SCORE
The SOFA score 7 was compiled from the arterial oxygen saturation, fraction of inspired oxygen, serum creatinine, total bilirubin, platelet count, itemized Glasgow Coma Scale score, mean arterial pressure and use of vasopressors such as dopamine, dobutamine, adrenaline and noradrenaline. The worst values for each parameter in each 48-h period were used. For a single missing value, a replacement was calculated from the mean of the sum of the results for the immediate preceding day and the following day.
The SOFA score was calculated on admission (SOFA initial ), after 48 h (SOFA 48h ), after 96 h (SOFA 96h ) and every 48 h until discharge from the ICU or death, as previously reported by Peres Bota et al. 8 The highest score during the ICU stay for each patient was defined as the SOFA max score. The ∆SOFA score was defined as the difference between the SOFA max and SOFA initial scores.
STATISTICAL ANALYSES
The mean ± SD were calculated for the data. The SOFA initial , SOFA 48h , SOFA 96h , SOFA max and ∆SOFA scores were compared with the APACHE II score; SOFA scores calculated after 96 h were used to monitor longer term changes in the SOFA score with time. Differences between categorical variables 
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Q Qiao, G Lu, M Li et al. APACHE II and SOFA scores in critically ill elderly patients were analysed using the χ 2 -test and continuous variables were analysed using the Wilcoxon rank sum test. Correlation between the APACHE II score and the SOFA initial score was assessed using the Spearman rank correlation coefficient (r). The Hosmer-Lemeshow test was used to assess how well the predicted outcomes matched with the observed outcomes throughout the range of risk.
Cut-offs for the APACHE II and SOFA scores were calculated using the maximum value for Youden's index, where Youden's index = sensitivity -(1 -specificity). The specificity, sensitivity, and positive and negative predictive values of the APACHE II, SOFA initial , SOFA 48h , SOFA 96h , SOFA max and ∆SOFA scores were calculated and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were constructed. The area under each ROC curve was calculated to assess the discriminatory ability of the different scores to distinguish whether a patient died or survived.
Data were analysed using SPSS ® software version 11.5 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and ROCKIT software (version 0.9.1 beta; University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA). A P-value < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.
Results
A total of 106 patients were enrolled in the study. Patient demographics and length of stay in the ICU are given in Table 1 .
The APACHE II and SOFA scores were compared in the two groups and found to be statistically significantly lower in survivors than in those who died ( Table 2 ). There was also a statistically significant correlation between the APACHE II and SOFA initial scores (r = 0.541; P < 0.01).
Changes in SOFA score during the first 2 weeks in the ICU are shown in Fig. 1 ; SOFA scores of survivors declined gradually with time, whereas the scores in those who subsequently died increased. The difference between the two groups was statistically significant at all the time points shown (P < 0.01; Fig. 1 ).
The specificity, sensitivity, positive and negative predictive values, and area under each ROC curve for the APACHE II and SOFA scores are given in Table 3 . The ROC curves for the APACHE II and SOFA initial scores are shown Fig. 2A ; area under the curve was greater for the APACHE II score (0.76) than for the SOFA initial score (0.74). In Fig. 2B the ROC curves for the SOFA initial , SOFA 48h , SOFA 96h , ∆SOFA and SOFA max scores are compared; the SOFA max score had the greatest area under the curve (0.98) and, therefore, the best discriminative power.
Assessment of how well the predicted outcomes matched with the observed 
Discussion
Risk prediction in elderly patients will become increasingly important over the next decade as the population ages. 9 Age is an independent predictor of mortality following admission to the ICU, with the risk of death increasing with age. 10 More accurate prognosis predictions in critically ill elderly 
FIGURE 1:
Comparison of mean Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) scores for the critically ill elderly patients for days 1 -15 following admission to the intensive care unit; the score on day 1 is equivalent to the SOFA initial score, that on day 3 is equivalent to the SOFA 48h score, and that on day 5 is equivalent to the SOFA 96h score referred to elsewhere in this paper (**P < 0.01) The APACHE II score measures severity of illness using a numerical score based on physiological variables selected because of their known impact on mortality: a more ill patient has more deranged values and a higher APACHE II score. The numerical score can be converted into a prediction of the likelihood of mortality but, before it can be used for a particular clinical application, it must first be validated in the population under evaluation using logistic regression analysis in both general and surgical intensive care patients. The validation reported in the present study took place in an ICU population of critically ill elderly patients from a tertiary care centre in Suzhou, China and found that the APACHE II score was significantly higher in patients who subsequently died than in those who survived.
As in other studies, 4,11 -13 the APACHE II score was sufficiently accurate in the present study to be able to predict mortality in individual patients. Two fundamental concepts in evaluating the power of a model for predicting mortality are its discrimination and its calibration. Discrimination refers to a model's ability to distinguish whether a patient died or survived. It is generally measured by the area under the ROC curve, with values ≥ 0.8 expected for mortality predictions using current models. In the present study the area under the ROC curve for the APACHE II score was 0.76, which is close to the reference value. The small number of patients and the long period of time spent in the ICU by the patients studied in the present study may have affected this result. The APACHE II cutoff score was 21.5 according to the maximum Youden's index. The specificity, Q Qiao, G Lu, M Li et al. APACHE II and SOFA scores in critically ill elderly patients sensitivity, and positive and negative predictive values for the APACHE II score in the present study were 71.8%, 70.9%, 53.6% and 82.7%, respectively, which are similar to the values reported by Knaus et al. 3 and Gursel and Demirtas. 14 Calibration of the model relates to how well the outcomes predicted by the model compare with the observed outcomes throughout the range of risk. Such 'goodness-of-fit' analyses can be performed using the χ 2 -type statistic developed by Lemeshow and Hosmer. 15 Generally, Hosmer-Lemeshow values < 15 with P-values of 0.2 -0.8 are considered to indicate a good fit. In the present study, the Hosmer-Lemeshow value for the APACHE II score was 7.22, with a nonsignificant P-value of 0.21, indicating that the APACHE II score can be applied in critically ill elderly patients.
A clear relationship between organ dysfunction and mortality has been demonstrated in several studies. 16, 17 The SOFA score utilizes physiological variables from respiratory, cardiovascular, hepatic, coagulation, renal and neurological systems to detect organ failure. In the present study the SOFA initial , SOFA 48h , SOFA 96h , ∆SOFA and SOFA max scores were significantly lower in survivors than in patients who subsequently died. The development of organ failure may occur early after admission to an ICU, 18 so a scoring system that allows regular surveillance of organ function is needed. This can be provided by measuring changes in the SOFA score after admission to the ICU. Trends in the SOFA score over the first 48 h in the ICU may be a sensitive indicator of outcome, and a decreasing SOFA score during this period has been associated with a decrease in mortality rate from 50% to 27%. 7, 19 In the present study the SOFA scores of survivors declined gradually during the first 2 weeks in the ICU whereas, in contrast, the SOFA scores in patients who subsequently died increased gradually and were statistically significantly higher than in survivors throughout this period.
FIGURE 2: (A) Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for Acute Physiology and
Chronic Health Evaluation II (APACHE II) scores and Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) scores for the critically ill elderly patients on day 1 following admission (SOFA initial ). (B) ROC curves for SOFA initial score, SOFA score at 48 h (SOFA 48h ), SOFA score at 96 h (SOFA 96h ), maximum SOFA score (SOFA max ) and the difference between the SOFA max and SOFA initial scores (∆SOFA) The area under the ROC curve for the prediction of mortality in the present study was 0.74 for the SOFA initial score, 0.91 for the SOFA 48h score, 0.94 for the SOFA 96h score, 0.97 for the ∆SOFA score and 0.98 for the SOFA max score, indicating that SOFA scores, particularly the ∆SOFA and the SOFA max scores, are accurate mortality predictors in critically ill elderly patients. The ∆SOFA score reflected the degree of dysfunction or failure developing during the ICU stay and could be used to monitor daily progress and to provide an objective evaluation of treatment responses. The results of the present study are consistent with those of Ferreira et al., 7 who demonstrated a stronger correlation between mortality outcome and the mean SOFA and SOFA max scores than the SOFA initial score; in their study, the area under the ROC curves for the SOFA initial and SOFA max scores were 0.79 and 0.90, respectively. Hosmer-Lemeshow values for the SOFA 48h , SOFA 96h , ∆SOFA and SOFA max scores met the criteria for a good fit between predicted and observed outcomes, indicating their applicability to critically ill elderly patients.
Mbongo et al. 13 reported that the SOFA score had a good correlation with the APACHE II score for predicting mortality outcome. In patients with septic shock, the SOFA score has been shown to have better predictive power than the APACHE II score. 8 In the present study, the APACHE II and SOFA initial scores significantly correlated with each other for the prediction of elderly mortality, but the APACHE II score had better discriminative power than the SOFA initial score. The APACHE II score alone can, therefore, be used to predict the outcome of critically ill elderly patients on admission.
Critically ill elderly patients have multiple system disorders and complications. The APACHE II score has excellent capability to predict mortality on the basis of values measured within the first 24 h after admission. This score does not, however, take into account the many factors that can influence patient outcome during the course of an ICU stay, so proper evaluation of changes in patient status over time is also important. The knowledge that a decreasing SOFA score is associated with an improved outcome should prompt aggressive early therapy to reduce mortality. The APACHE II and SOFA scores were mutually complementary in the prediction of outcome for critically ill elderly patients. The SOFA max and ∆SOFA scores were particularly effective.
